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POETRY

Chicago

If The Rivers Froze

Jeremy Husseri

Joseph D revets

Snow is falling
The lights are bright
Its cold outside.
I see blue and red lights.
The wailing of sirens.
The yellow tape.
The hectic yelling of police.
The curious wail of news vans.
A kid with his head in the cold concrete street.
His face in a pool of blood.
Not moving.
A cop who is sitting in an ambulance
a blanket on him
The steam from his coffee looks like the smoke
from his gun.
I know what happened here.
The same thing that happens too often
Another kid shot.
I walk back home.
In the dead of night.
I see the flickering of all the lights.
I think of the kid.
Years younger than me.
I go into my house.
I don't remember opening the door.
I walk in
I turn the TV on
All I see are excuses and exemptions.
I see it.
Protesters for the kid.
Politicians against him
Nowhere.
I turn the TV off.
I turn the lights off.

If the rivers froze, and the winds changed, maybe I
wouldn't lose track of your shape. Ifl had diamonds
instead of tubulars, maybe I wouldn't sweat blood.
I want to dance all night to the rhythm of your
coal-burning stove. I pray the snow will come carry me to
my Trans-Siberian home.
There is a young girl who lives in my tool shed. She will
teach you all the constellations only women can see.
Her name is Thishka, 'The sound ofleaves.' She prays
twice a night.
When I come home smelling of whiskey, I can see an old
women sitting on my stairs. She tells me in Russian that
Babayaga is the bedmate of those who live as I.
When I wash my dishes I use the best dish soap. W hen I
wash my dishes I think of mother. If I die, lay me down
beside her.
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You Can't Wear Pink Tights
on 82nd Avenue

Vegetables
Marnie Sager
It's important to me

Christine Bailey Claringbold

to be able to grow

You can't wear pink tights on 82nd Avenue.
You should know this.
Your spring brights, cotton candy legs of crayon fuchsia,
mulberry, salmon, or orchid are all the same
To the johns in the cars,
they all color the picture with sex
And if you have to walk on the avenue of roses
With sunset hued petals peeking under your skirt
You should know
They will want to buy it from you.
So don't do it.
Don't walk one car-lotted block,
One gray sidewalk of grease spots, bus stops, Asian
restaurants, in those shoes
unless you want to know what it feels like to be one of
them,
The whore your father always said you were.
Then pull on the pink hose, ribbed,
textured, fishnet or sheer

vegetables
I need to see
the little seeds from a bag
hoist themselves out of the
world of the dead
and into action
movement, life
I need to prove
time and time again

Did I one for one second
contemplate accepting his
offer of a job
In what split universe did I consider
Doing it, saying yes - naming my price
Crossing back the side street and sliding
pink legs into his clean beige
passenger seat
What a prize I'd be
What a purse for me
In pink tights hideous as global
warmed camellias in the spring
of winter.

that life can still spring from me
that death hasn't become me
yet
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cosmically, we exist in bliss

I menu of in between/

Juliana Tattoli

Alexandra Gomez

love

Have you ever tasted lonely

how else could everything coexist so perfect
& create such a symbiotic existence

air

(?)

They

my mind spins & spins on the axis
of creative thought
& hallucinogenic visualization
purple pink blue yellow orange green
stars scatter the sky
in all these colors
& they dance flicker tease
&play

say it's warm but my
body only wants to
touch skin-covered knee-caps
seamless likes ribs

I visit the stars
& sing with them
& listen to them
& be with them
& they tell me about their lives
up here beyond the sky

verbs to breast.
Disappear
with me
under a fire wrapped

& we are feeling
nostalgic of memories
that have yet to exist

in soft.
Tongue
my language in between
the dirty creases of uneven
teeth
bite
the scars that grew over
tea.
Power lines
birth snakes
two-headed and moaning.
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June 9th
Christian Orellana Bauer
"It's a cathartic moment when you look
up into the sky and realize summer is
our destiny"
She cocks her head at me and gives
me a grin
Not a smile
But a grin
And despite her gaze facing my
direction, I feel that her eyes are still
on the clouds
It's like she was born a June baby,
looking up
Right off the bat trying to decipher
shapes in the amorphous fluffs that
graced the sky with their presence
And her once colorless eyes were
plastered by the sheer immensity of
the intermingling white and blue
that seems to go on and on endlessly
beyond the universe as the infant her
knew it.
That's a lot for an infant you know.
Left her dumbfounded.
Struck with the summer sky in her eyes.
That best day ever blue
Those vanilla cotton candy white streaks
that swirled and twirled getting caught
in a mix round her pupil
Leaving her eyes forever fixated on
that vast expanse above her
Leaving her always a little more in awe
of everything
I mean from the get go mother earth
wowed her
So you see she couldn't help but pick
up rocks
Watch em close
Put em with the rest of the nice ones
she found
And stare at the sun for as long as she
could when others would all look away
With her overalls snapped on and her

cap firmly in place she would look out
the window of the car on a road trip
just watching the world go by
Couldn't help it
Always rushing too fast in excitement
when there was something cool outside
to see
And you always knew when she was
looking out the window
She'd forget the bill of her hat would
always win the race to the glass
*Thunk*
Silly girl found something nice to look
at outside again
Climbing trees higher than most
adults and her sister would recommend
just to get that cool stick she had seen
from the ground
And then; after a few scratches and
a couple moments that damn near
stopped her sisters heart, she'd return to
earth to once again run under that blue
Leap across those rocks that got her to
the other side of the brook
Stick collections and cool stones
rattling around proudly in her bright
yellow well used backpack as she
pioneered her way into the unknown
And if ever she fell she'd just shake
herself off and do a quick inventory
before walking away all over again
with that little trot of an explorer
So excited by her expedition that she
tripped over her own feet a few times
always to get back up ready for more.
Even show off her scars to her friends
"This is from the tree behind the school"
"This is from my bike"
"This is from getting up on the roof
for lunch"
"This is from falling on my way to class"
All the while giving her parents a sincere
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sorry and an "oops" with an audible
giggle thrown in for good measure
In the cold months when she had
scraped knees she'd just bandage up
and walk it off
"No time for dawdling ifyou're an explorer!
The weather can slow us down but
wont stop us"
Never minded which way she was going
as long as she was going somewhere
Her friends would come with their
bruisy elbows and bandaged knees
Their broken hearts and tattered jeans
She'd laugh and give em a hug
"Yeah but dude summers gonna
be awesome"
It's what she was born to do
Our destiny lies in those fluffy
white, blown across seemingly
spotless blue skies
And I know she's right
Were gonna be fine
So I grin back and give her a "hell yeah".
She; grin still in place; lays back
down on green grass and resumes her
wondrous gaze of the sky
It's talking to her as it tends to do
And I don't know what it's saying but
I'm sure it's grand
Softly she closes her eyes
Maybe it's a technique she learned
through the years to better hear the blue
Whatever the case it must be effective
cause after a minute or two she
murmurs a short laugh
A huff of amusement
Opens her eyes
Cocks her head at me from the ground
and gives me a smile
Not a grin
But a smile
"Yeah man summers gonna be awesome"

POETRY

Capitalist Oblige

Your Name

Alexander Henry

Marnie Sager

I
Throughout the world, music plays. I
can't hear anything besides the cascading
lyrics of songs I've never heard. The
drums join with the plosives: laterals
with the strings. Then suddenly, there's
nothing.And a sickly infection fills
the room.

The newness and anxiety of the
unknown
sheltered by utter safety and
sninimity.
The anonymous sext

II
"What's the problem with a language
dying?" she asks eighty years after
the beekeepers in Kenya cut off their
tongues and buried them under their
conquerors' feet.

finds it's own unique joy
the thrill of her real and living
presence

III
the freedom

'Philosophers have only interpreted
the world, in various ways. The point,
however, is to change it.'

of your imagination

IV

together you can write

"Yeah, that's the African term for a
n- - --r," he says, having just returnedfrom a trip to record dying tongues.

such beautiful poetry
and only afterwards,

v

exchange names

Whose duty is it to listen to the music?
To dissect & disengage? If they cut off
their tongues willinglythen maybe we
should just let them.

VI
"Should the United States allow them
to educate their own children?" he
asks, genuinely, for he is just so curious
about this history.

VII
Yet still, the music goes on, and we
pretend to listen, and we pretend it is
too loud to ignore. Then it fades .
(al niente)

==========---
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Sanctuary

Truth Lie

Leslie Grollman

W.R. Soasey

blue light
emergency
a pole says
in case people
need to climb
out of a situation
NYC: me on the
A train three a.m.
I'm not a victim of
the world I see
to drown out
the fear smell
there are blooms
still on Lincoln
Hall's bushes
the cold nights
not a threat
yet
a yellow hydrant
wears a sign
'fire use only'

sticky webbed feet splat splat splatting up the
wall of my ribs you feed at the bloody trough of
my heart I doze to the lap lap lapping of your
lizard tongue until you are done
does the truth lie
at the back of your eye?
the greedy frack frack fracking of your lovemaking shakes my subterranean strata 'til it's quake
quake quaking you dab at your lips push the
chair back from the table and leave no tip
does the truth lie
in the spread of my thigh?
your scrape scrape scraping becomes all kinds of
violating hide the seeds of my escaping 'neath
the fake fake faking I plow the scorched earth
unbound to free my solid ground
does the truth lie
in the belly of the sky?

good thing
I don't own a gun
I might misunderstand
like the time I
thought you said want
two statues loom
like guards
who do they keep
out of my
eye a man's zebra
shoes walk easy
walk in not
needing the blue
light walk knowing
the blue light is there
if a hunter comes
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The Throne
Andrew Viceroy
I sit on the toilet when I shave.
I use an electric razor and a folding mirror on a long
wooden counter.
Last summer, after a piss-drunk waitress did her business,
I found that mirror turned and pushed all the way
back to the wall. An accusation that I'd thoughtlessly compelled her to bear witness to her toilet faces. Now
I keep it pointed away from the seat. So sometimes when
I'm on The Throne, I forget who I am. I forget who I am.
But that's fine . We'll call it.flow.
Every spring, ants invade the bathroom first.

When burdened with suffering, we say, 'Everything
happens for a reason.' We presume a lesson is meant to
be extracted from every experience. Something a decent
preacher could craft into a Sunday sermon. But given
the billions of hours in history we've been compelled to
relieve our bowels and bladders, how many enlightening homilies and divine revelations have been commensurately devoted to pis s-and-shit metaphors? Not-a-one.
As a Great Big Being on The Throne, with all these ants
before me, if they could understand, I would tell them
that their death does happen for a reason: I don't want
them near me. Creeping across my toes like never-ending
supplications. Go piss and shit elsewhere. Away from me .
That's fine. Just go. Or face my wrath. We'll call it.flow.

Maybe they like splattered bubblegum toothpaste or fig
·':Scented candles.
As I shave, scouts crawl across the Great Plains below:
sand colored tiles with marbled veins,
exactly alike, but rotated, so each appears unique. The
ants are bemused as they encounter similar configurations in each quadrant-another left turn at Albuquerque- fated to replicate crooked circles, like an urban
couple driving around the same cornfield in a slasher film.
Gilliam's foot crushes them one by one.
But it's smarter to set up an all-night-poison-diner with
take-out for the queen.
When they pinch that bait, they carry that weight with a
song in their hearts. Some get lost. Maybe it's the toxin.
Maybe they're just curious. Or maybe it's something
more than intentional stance. When one approaches the
infinite stripe between two slates, maybe she is Maya
Angelou at the train tracks or Siddhartha at the river.
Maybe it's you or me or both you and me.
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Off Path

Please Return to Ed Skoog

Christine Bailey Claringbold

Christine Bailey Claringbold

Grass bounces back beneath our waffled boots,
buds peep, mud squeaks, yet feet are warm and dry.

Please return to Ed Skoog,
Advanced Poetry instructor, Portland State University
re: Run the Red Lights book release, Nov. 12, 2016
c/o Copper Canyon Press, Port Townsend, WA 98368

We own this fault of basalt rock where roots
split cracks, where trees grow straight across the high
green waterfall. We climb its foamed cascade
until ascent is blocked by teasing top,
a misted wall, a pool high in the shade
of taller peaks we cannot reach. We stop
below the real grotto. Just at the edge
we see the soaked and crumpled shape of fear dropped by an eagle, slipped from sunny ledge, or flung
by hidden nymphs: a baby deer.
We own nothing. That corpse was half eroded.
Puckered like a brain, all pale and folded.

I don't say mic, I say mike. I don't say, "Go Vtks." I say "Go
Vikes."Am I right? Some guy named Mike at Rolling Stone
couldn't abide diminutive lower-casing, so enshrined an
editorial law defying all sense. I refuse to go along with
it. I say mike. I spell mike. With that understood, my
note can begin, for I can't address a writing teacher with
a non-phonetic non-English word like mic. I simply can't
write: sorry about your mic,but I was, I am, sorry about
your mike and how you had to plant the base of your mike
stand atop a stack of books (appropriate, though, in that
bookstore called Mother Foucault's with stacks spilling everywhere, there were three huge stacks on the counter
right in front of me where I stood in the comer in front of
the door, books blocking most of my view as I tried not to
block people going in and out- Jessica Johnson spilled
her drink and Why are you standing in front of the door?
demanded Jack, well it was packed and, as you should know,
Ed, being so tall, so tall you had to put your mike stand
on some books, that with a tall husband in tow I couldn't
exactly move to the front although that's what we do at
rock shows, short people be damned, but short I am, so it
went: door, Chuck, me, tall stack of books an inch from my
nose, wild gray curls of proprietor's head perched behind
counter, and far down the room there was you, Ed, on
stage) but I think the mike stand might have extended. You
didn't really try. I know that feeling. Or maybe you had it
planned - the mike stand too short, your feeble attempt to
adjust it, giving up without even a good counter-crank on
the tightening mechanism, a handy stack of books ready
to lend a boost, a metaphor for the foundation of any good
poet deserving to get up and read. Maybe you planned for
the mike to die halfway through your final poem, so you
could finish a capella, analog, acoustic, just your nice tenor
voice, forcing a greater hush in the silent room, your arm
shoving the mike stand aside, off the books. The same thing
happened to Grace when singing at our party, her music
went out - she wasn't using a mike at all because she's an
opera singer with a phone plugged into the PA playing
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karaoke Schubert, Verdi, Mozart which stopped halfway
through her last number and with a light wave she carried
on behind Colombina half-mask, Ah! Chi mi dice mai,
bringing down the basement. I ate some pineapple chunks
and left my paper plate on the floor, the old guys gathered
on the sidewalk and said I had to accuse you of sentimentality in class on Tuesday. Which I didn't do, because in
fact your poems aren't sentimental, aren't advertisements
for emotion, and I didn't think the joke would go over. I
didn't think you'd be giving out copies of your books after
saying you no longer do that,so thank you for the book. I
wanted the new one but didn't know how to ask. I wanted
to tell you how Chuck and I gaped at each other that other
time, the first time we heard you read - you read "Run the
Red Lights" in the spring,and our jaws dropped when you
read about buying cigarettes for your mom, it's the story I've
heard so many times from Chuck, but exactly, though not
the Alex Chiton part. I want to know why Marvin Gaye is
suddenly appearing in everything I read. We are trying to
stick to a plan - we each read a poem aloud every time we
go downstairs, to keep us from completely wasting our time,
and I flipped to a Marvin Gaye tribute by Terrance Hayes,
then later read about the wedding march, "Sexual Healing"
in C.D. Wright's book, which we didn't discuss in your class
on Tuesday.My English professor has an English accent
and says "sexual healing" is the basic premise of Kafka's "A
Country Doctor." I made a Marvin Gaye record-cuff-bracelet whichJaden Smith as graffiti-artist Dizzee wears on the
Netflix show The Get Down. It's a show about the birth of
hip-hop in the '70s. Turns out, those Bronx poets are also
the guys who gave us mic. Not old insecure Mike at Rolling
Stone. My English professor has mentioned Mick Jagger at
least five times this term. I contend that mic and Mick are
pronounced the same, and mike is proper short for microphone. My mother-in-law just turned 70. She still smokes.
I couldn't fit this on the little ivory postcard from Copper
Canyon Press, postage paid, headed for the recycling bin,
with a little checkbox asking, "Can we quote you on that?"
I want to know how many of those cards are returned, how
many mother-foucaults trust themselves to fit the perfect
poetic response onto five neat lines.
Yes, you can quote me on that. 0
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amer1ca
Vincenzo Milione
welcome to america! here are your
chains:
heavy, rough, and strong
around your neck and
ankles.

welcome to america! look at our great
walls:
ominous, paramount, and cold,
holding the wretched refuse back by their
throats.

welcome to america! look at our inalienable
freedoms,
tarnished, beaten, and neglected
framed by oppression, from the bottom to the
top.

but we are failing our mother, and ourselves.
if we listen to Mother Liberty, and truly
listen,
and listen, and listen, and listen,
we can hear her cries of
pain,
pain from her children, they who
scratch, slash, and stab
her beautiful brazen dress into
tatters,
like a child in the fever of an american
nightmare,
screaming, kicking, and biting.

but she forgave us before we
transgressed,
forsook, deceived, and betrayed,
all of us a Judas, destined for divine
failure.

here! is what america was, and
is:
ugly, angry, and alone.

for she is no fool, and knows of our nature.

yet there is an america that can be.

but if we could learn,

an america! from sea to shining
sea,
radiant, loving, and caring,
a nation of exiles, drinking the milk of Mother
Liberty,
nourishing, strengthening, and pure.
she gives and expects little in
return.
compassion, empathy, and forgiveness
are all she asks of her children,
valor, gratitude, and humility
are all she demands to be
instilled.

if we learn to give when we don't
receive,
to comfort strangers who
grieve,
to support all, for all must
achieve
life, happiness, and liberty:

america can truly
be.
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